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Modeling of the TOA-based Distance Measurement
Error Using UWB Indoor Radio Measurements
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Abstract— Time of Arrival (TOA) estimation used with ultra
wideband (UWB) transmission is currently the most popular
technique for accurate indoor geolocation. Due to severe indoor
multipath conditions these techniques often suffer from signifi-
cant inaccuracy in location estimation. In this paper we introduce
a model for the error in estimated distance as measured from
the estimated TOA of the direct path (DP) in a typical multipath
indoor environment. The TOA estimation error has two compo-
nents, (1) the errors caused by the multipath dispersion affecting
any signal path and (2) the errors caused by undetected direct
path (UDP) conditions. The statistical behavior of this error is
also a function of the system bandwidth. The empirical data
from UWB indoor measurements in an office building are used
to design a model for the distance measurement error. This model
relates the behavior of the two components of the TOA estimation
error to the bandwidth of the system.

Index Terms— Radio propagation, positioning, ultra wideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY , location-based applications for ad-hoc wire-
less personal area networks (WPANs) and wireless local

area networks (WLANs) have attracted considerable attention.
In addition to traditional indoor geolocation user applications,
a number of important location-based algorithms are becoming
popular in network operation. Emerging ad-hoc WPAN tech-
nologies employ location-based methods to facilitate hand-off
and to improve the effectiveness of their routing algorithms
[1]. Next generation corporate WLAN networks also utilize
location-based techniques to improve security [2] and privacy
[3].

The most frequently used distance measurement method
for accurate indoor positioning is time-of-arrival (TOA) es-
timation of the direct path (DP) using ultra-wideband (UWB)
technology [4] [5] [6]. Due to severe multipath conditions
in indoor areas, estimation of TOA of DP results in small
random and sometimes large errors. The small random errors
are caused by paths arriving close to the detected first path.
The large errors occur when the DP goes below the detection
threshold so the detected first path in the received multipath
profile is erroneously considered to be the DP. We refer to
these situations as undetected direct path (UDP) conditions
[7] [8]. Figure 1-(a) shows the occurrence of a small distance
measurement error of 30cm for a channel profile with a
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bandwidth of 1GHz when the DP is detected. Figure 1-(b)
shows the occurrence of the UDP scenario for another channel
profile with the same bandwidth. Since the power of the DP
is less than the detection threshold, we have a clear UDP
situation, in which the first path is detected and declared as
the DP, resulting in a 5.23m distance measurement error.

This letter introduces a framework and a statistical model
for both small and large distance measurement errors in a typ-
ical indoor multipath area and relates the statistical behavior
of these errors to the bandwidth of the system. We examine
the validity of the model using 405 UWB measurements taken
in Atwater Kent Laboratory, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
with the measurement system described in [9].

II. MODELING OF THE TOA ESTIMATION ERROR

A. Distance Measurement Error

Assuming the actual distance between the transmitter (Tx)
and the receiver (Rx) is d; the estimated distance in a TOA po-
sitioning system is given by d̂W = cτ̂W , where c is the speed
of light and τW is the estimate of the TOA of the DP. The
actual distance d is measured through physical measurement
between Tx and Rx, and d̂ is obtained by detecting TOA of the
first peak above the detection threshold. Based on the above
assumptions we define the distance measurement (estimation)
error εW (d) as

εW (d) = d̂W − d (1)

the subscript W refers to the system bandwidth.
In modeling the distance measurement error we differentiate

the small errors caused by multipath from the large errors
produced by the occurrence of UDP conditions. We refer to
the small distance errors caused by multipath as the multipath
distance measurement error, εM,W (d) , and to the large errors
caused by the UDP condition as UDP distance measurement
error, εU,W (d). The multipath error caused by neighboring
paths always exists and the UDP error exists only when the
UDP condition occurs. We model the occurrence of the UDP
condition with the random variable ξW (d) that takes value
of ”1” when a UDP condition occurs and ”0” otherwise.
Therefore, our model for εW (d) is given by,

εW (d) = εM,W (d) + ξW (d)εU,W (d) (2)

There is also another type of error involved in this process
caused by physical measurement of d, similar to εM,W (d) this
type of error always exists but compared to εM,W (d) it has
negligible value. Therefore we don’t consider measurement
error in here. In the rest of this section we use the empirical
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Fig. 1. Distance measurement error in two different types of channel profiles (BW=1GHz), (a) DDP, (b) UDP

data to develop a statistical model for all components of (2)
as a function of system bandwidths and the distance between
Tx and Rx.

B. Modeling of Multipath Error

To determine the model parameters from the empirical data
we have partitioned our data base of the distance measurement
errors for a given bandwidth into DDP (detected DP) and
UDP. The DDP distance measurement error database repre-
sents cases which are only disturbed by multipath distance
measurement errors and in this section we use only those to
model multipath error.

Naturally one expects an increase in the distance measure-
ment error with the increase of distance between Tx and
Rx. Our observation of the empirical measurement results
showed that this increase has a nonlinear relation. Therefore,
to proceed with our modeling of εM,W (d), in a manner similar
to [10], we introduce parameter γW , the normalized distance
error, given by,

γW =
εM,W

log(1 + d)
(3)

The logarithm in the denominator is used to accommodate
the increase pace of error below linear. Our measurement
results show that this normalization causes the resulting nor-
malized error to form a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the
multipath error has been modeled as

εM,W (d) = γW log(1 + d)
= G(mM,W , σM,W ) log(1 + d) (4-a)

fγW
(x) =

1
σM,W

√
2
e
− (x−mM,W )2

2σ2
M,W (4-b)

where, G(mM,W , σM,W ) is a Gaussian random variable
with mean mM,W and variance σ2

M,W . Table 1 displays typical
values of these parameters. It should be noted that due to
its nature, εM,W (d) can be positive or negative [10] [11].

Therefore the Gaussian model with a mean close to zero can
model this error.

C. Modeling of UDP Error

In order to model the UDP distance measurement errors
we need to model two parameters, ξW (d) and εU,W (d). The
random variable ξW (d) is a binary random variable with the
probability density function shown in (5-a), where PU,W (d) is
the probability of occurrence of UDP for a given bandwidth.

The PU,W (d), however, is also a function of distance. Based
on measurements of UWB channel characteristics [12] and
our observation of our empirical data we assume that the
probability of UDP in locations close to Tx and locations far
from that are substantially different and we need to partition
the model. In an approach similar to [12] we choose 10m as
the break point to differentiate the behavior of the error. Then
for distances shorter than the break point PU,W (d) is modeled
as PcloseU,W and beyond the break point as PfarU,W .

fξW
(x) = (1 − PU,W (d))δ(x) + PU,W (d)δ(x − 1) (5-a)

PU,W (d) =

{
PcloseU,W , d ≤ 10m

PfarU,W , d > 10m
(5-b)

Table 1 shows approximations to PcloseU,W and PfarU,W

for different bandwidths. As Rx moves away from Tx the DP
power decreases, resulting in an increase in the probability of
occurrence of the UDP condition. To model the distribution of
εU,W (d), similar to εM,W (d) we use a Gaussian distribution.
But unlike εM,W (d) the UDP error can not be negative and
we know that Gaussian has negative parts as well. In fact
Gaussian with a positive mean has a negligible negative error
and at the same time is a simpler and more practical solution.
Therefore, the UDP error can be expressed as

εU,W (d) = G(mU,W , σU,W ) (6-a)

fεU,W
(x) =

1
σU,W

√
2
e
− (x−mU,W )2

2σ2
U,W (6-b)
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TABLE I

TYPICAL VALUES OF MODEL PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM THE MEASUREMENTS

W (MHz) mW (m) σW (cm) PcloseU,W PfarU,W mU,W (m) σU,W (cm)

20 3.66 515 0 0.005 -12.83 0

50 1.57 205 0 0.009 24.48 21.1

100 0.87 115 0 0.091 5.96 358.5

200 0.47 59 0.006 0.164 3.94 289.0

500 0.21 26.9 0.064 0.332 1.62 80.9

1000 0.09 13.6 0.064 0.620 0.96 60.4

2000 0.02 5.2 0.070 0.740 0.76 71.5

3000 0.004 4.5 0.117 0.774 0.88 152.2

Fig. 2. CDF comparison between measurements and model, (a) BW=200
MHz, (b) BW = 1GHz

D. The General Model for Distance Measurement Error

If we combine our results of multipath and UDP modeling,
the overall model for estimated distance measurement is

d̂ = d + εM,W (d) + ξW (d)εU,W

= d + γW log(1 + d) + ξW (d)εU,W (7)

where γW , εU,W , and fξW
(x) are defined in (4-b), (6-a), and

(5-a), respectively.
This model relates the distance measurement error to the

distance and bandwidth of the system. Figure 2 compares
the complementary CDF of the distance measurement error
obtained from empirical UWB measurements and the overall
model described by (7) and (8) for bandwidths of 200MHz
and 1GHz. The bandwidth of the UWB measurements taken
at 3-6GHz is adjusted to these two values to provide a
fair comparison. The model shows close agreement with the
empirical data.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a model for the estimated
distance obtained from TOA of the first path in an indoor
multipath environment typically used for WPAN applications.
This model separates the distance measurement error into
errors caused by multipath and errors occurring due to UDP
conditions and relates these errors to the system bandwidth.

Using empirical results of UWB channel measurements in a
typical indoor area we have shown that the model fits closely
with the results of measurements.
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